
LEADERSHIP TIPS 
FROM COACH O

Rod Olson or “Coach O” serves as a consultant for the Texas Rangers.
 
We are excited to share his valuable coaching with you. Coach O is 
known for his ability to help leaders and executive teams find their 
“sweet spot” as they lead and motivate others in the 21st century. 

Follow @CoachOTip or visit RodOlson.org for daily leadership tips.

“I DON’T KNOW HOW MUCH MORE OF THESE
‘UNCONTROLLABLE’ CIRCUMSTANCES I CAN HANDLE...”

 A couple of months ago, the executives, coaches 
and leaders I spoke with were energized and full of 
purpose, driven to help their organizations and teams 
overcome the pandemic. They were in EMERGENCY 
mode where leaders and teams become their best, 
banding together and solving problems. But after a 
couple of months and more loss and more struggles, 
BATTLE FATIGUE sets in and we almost feel like 
we are stagnant and may have actually regressed. 
Psychologists say regression can become one of the 
most dangerous phases a team and its leaders can  
go through. 
	 In	 these	 difficult	 times,	 charisma	 and	 balcony	
leadership just aren’t enough. No, if you want to help 
yourself and your team, you must pull your people 
(not	just	push)	through	this	difficult	‘regression’	stage	
and on to the next stage, which is the RECOVERY 
stage of re-invention.
 Elite teams and leaders always go through these 
three stages prior to becoming elite. Most people 
and teams don’t become elite because they aren’t 
willing to pull themselves through the ongoing battle 
fatigue and regression. They forget they were built 
with the storm in mind!
 Rather than give you the “5 Steps to  Overcoming 
Your Storms”, I want to challenge you with the 
thought that you were made with the storm in mind. 
You and I are remarkably wired to handle shock, 
disappointment, fatigue and adversity. It is very 
important to ask for help and never go through tough 
times alone, but it also crucial to have a mindset that 
you are tough!

COACHING POINT
When I was coaching at Oklahoma State University our football walk-ons (non-scholarship players) had a mantra they 

clung to daily and wrote these 4 letters on everything they wore to remind themselves to be overcomers: 
YCBM “YOU CAN’T BREAK ME!”

Make it a good week!
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